TM

“create air we breathe
to honour the circle of life”

Everyone’s memory can be connected to trees.
Introduction

How does it work?

In memory of your loved ones, options are now
available for cremated remains to be transformed
into life-giving nourishment for a growing tree.

People often wish to be remembered in ways that
honour their personal, cultural and religious values.
If you wish to make trees part of your legacy in
a way that suits you, we have various memorial
options available.

You can choose from a variety of trees, to be planted
at agreed locations of your choice. A further 200 trees
are also planted locally and abroad to replace the air
we breathe in a lifetime.
Your living trees are infused via the sapling roots
with the treated cremated remains of your loved one,
which then nourishes the tree and creates a natural
memorial that can be seen, smelt and touched.
Family and friends can connect and locate the final
resting place, whether it be a grave, memorial,
or scattering site via our GenConnect mobile app.
The app also provides the geographic location of
the further 200 trees, and a digital home for family
and friends to share lasting memories.
Friends and family can commemorate the memory
of a loved one with Legacy Giftcards, which can also
be connected through the GenConnect app.

You can choose from a variety
of trees, to be planted at agreed
location of your choice
Trees are infused via the sapling
roots with treated cremated remains
Friends and family can
commemorate a person’s memory
with giftcards
A further 200 trees are planted
locally and abroad to replace
breaths taken in a lifetime.

For more information please visit
www.livinglegacyforest.com or
contact us on (+61) 3 8681 8003.

www.facebook.com/livinglegacyforest

TM

What we do
Our holistic science infuses new life into your tree
through living organisms that extracts the essence
and nutrients of cremated remains whilst neutralising
aspects that normally harm the growth.
This patented infusion process is a quantum leap
from alternative bio degradable technologies,
our technology is scientifically proven to increase
strong tree growth and soil health.
• We make donations to tree planting partners,
located via the GenConnect mobile app
• We work with your chosen funeral director,
cemeteries, local council and other parties.
• We respect all religions and ethnic rituals
• We donate 5% of our net proceeds to charity
as determined by the Legacy Stewards

“If we can connect with the
longevity of trees, then the baton
that we hand to the next genera�ion
is spiritually signiﬁcant”
Costa Georgiadis, ABC Gardening Austrlia Host

Your memorial options

Living Legacy Forest Tree
“Infuse your ashes into a tree”
Our patented technology combines natural processes
to extract the beneficial minerals of cremated remains
to support tree growth and honour the circle of life.
This creates a beautiful, natural memorial that
loved ones can see touch and feel. In addition a 200
tree forest is planted in selected places around the
world to help sustain life.

Collective Legacy Forest
“200 tree memorial without infusion”
Choose to plant trees in memory of your loved ones.
200 trees planted locally and abroad, replaces the
air a person breathes out across a lifetime, your forest
footprint leaves a lasting, sustainable gift in return to
the planet. Your forest not only nourishes the earth,
but offers a natural conservation space for plants and
animals to thrive.

Legacy Giftcard
“A gi�t of trees in memory of your loved one”
Friends and family can create an enduring and
meaningful commemoration by gifting 20 trees that
is enduring and more meaningful than just flowers.
Trees are planted locally in Australia or internationally
in places badly affected by deforestation and the loss of
threatened animal species.Locate the trees and stay up
to date on the planting projects through the GenConnect
mobile app.

For more information please visit www.livinglegacyforest.com or contact us on (+61) 3 8681 8003

